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Abstract
Three binary high-alloy Fe- 6, 12, 20% Ni with different stacking fault energy (SFE) were investigated. Based on
the methods of internal friction and X-ray diffraction analysis, experimental results were obtained for the course
and type of martensitic phase transitions during cooling. It is established that the structural features of the alloys
determine the type of conversion mechanism. The role of SFE in the mechanisms of formation and growth of
martensitic phases and the microstructural parameters of the solid solution in non-isothermal martensitic phase
transformations is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
There are fundamental differences between the martensitic phase transitions in low- and highalloy alloys. For the low-alloyed ones, when cooled at "supercritical" speed, they flow at a
tremendous speed close to that of light, and the resulting martensitic phase is non-equilibrium
and decays when heated. In these, the output austenite is characterized by high stacking fault
energy (SFE) [1-3].
In high-alloy manganese and nickel alloys, the martensitic phase is equilibrium, does not
decompose by heating, and their austenite is characterized by low SFE. Since SFE is related to
the forces of atomic interaction in the crystal lattice, it is mainly determined by the type, amount
of alloying elements in the austenitic matrix solid solution and temperature. Such alloys with
“special” properties are of particular interest to the practice since they are the basis of a large
number of stainless steels. The purpose of the present work is to investigate, by means of
structural-sensitive methods, the peculiarities of phase transitions in the cooling of austenite in
twin Fe-Ni alloys

2. Materials and methods
Object of investigation are tree alloys Fe-5,8%Ni, Fe-12,4%Ni, Fe-20,6%Ni, produced in the
IMSETHC-BAS. The specimens for investigation are manufactured by the following flow
diagram:
 Casting of plates by vacuum furnace;
 The specimens are heat treated for finer structure – high temperature treatment –
quenching from 1150oC after 10 min of holding – in water;
The present investigations are led using tree structural-sensitive methods- X-ray diffraction –
(specimens 15x15x5 mm), dilatometric – (specimens diam.5x50 mm) and the internal friction
(specimens 50x1x1.2 mm) methods.
The X-ray structure analysis is performed by standard apparatus “Philips” using Co-К
(=1,7880. 10-10 m) emission. The speed and the step of the goniometer are as follows-
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0,02о/min and 20 sec/step. Standard method for phase analysis of the martensite is used. The
microstructure parameters of the martensite solid solutions – the domain size – D and the micro
strains of the crystal lattice – , are studied by the so called “single line analysis” shown in
details in [4-7]. This method allows calculating the microstructure parameters of austenite and
martensite on the basis of one diffraction line, for each of the phases.
The dilatometric tests were carried out with standard equipment "NETZSCH-Geratebau
GmbH". Linear expansion values of standard samples in micrometers are recorded as a function
of temperature and time. The tests were conducted in the temperature range 20 – 1200 °C with
heating and cooling.
The apparatus for the internal friction measurements is built on the principle of the reverse
balanced pendulum also known as Ke`s pendulum. The operational frequency is in the range 11,3 Hz. The relaxation spectra of the specimens are recorded for the temperature range of 50750K during heating and cooling in vacuum at rates of 10оС/min. The degree of the relative
deformation during the measurements is 5.10-5 – 5-10-6.

3. Results and discussion
According to the diagram of the state of Fe-Ni alloys, to
a concentration of nickel of the order of 7-8%, under
cooling austenite turns into ferrite and at higher
concentrations into martensite – Fig. 1 [8]. The difference
in the course of the two-phase transformations probably
lies in the specific features of the microstructure of the
initial austenite phase.
The general dependences of SFE on the concentration of
alloying elements and temperature are shown in Fig. 2
and Fig.3.
The concentration dependence is observed at a minimum
determined by the maximum solubility of the element in
the defects in the arrangement, forming a Suzuki
atmosphere, unlike the Cottrell atmosphere at full
dislocations [2]. It can be seen that in the investigated
alloys, as the concentration of nickel in the alloy
increases, the SFE decreases – Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. State diagram –
alloys – Fe-Ni [8]
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Fig. 2. Dependence of SFE on concentration
of nickel in austenite

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of SFE for the
Fe-20% Ni alloy
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Unlike Fe-Mn alloys with very low SFE, in which the non-diffusion phase conversion under
cooling occurs with the formation of -martensite [9], in Fe-Ni alloys the martensitic reaction
is associated with the formation of -martensite.
SFE is known to depend strongly on temperature, with the dependence being S-shaped, as
shown in Figure 3, similar to phase conversion [2].
The results of the X-ray diffraction analysis of the investigated alloys showed that only the
ferrite diffraction lines were observed in the 6% Ni alloy, and the presence of martensite and
residual austenite in the order of 30% was observed in the alloys with 12% and 20% Ni – Table
1. This fact is related to the higher internal stresses in the interfacial spaces of the solid solution
in the higher nickel alloyed alloys.
Table 1. Crystal domain size D, lattice micro-deformation ε
and amount of residual austenite – in % by weight

Sample
№

Alloy-Phase
Fe- 20%Ni-(111)γ
austenite
Fe- 20%Ni-(110)α
martensite
Fe- 12%Ni-(111)γ
austenite
Fe- 12%Ni-(110)α
martensite
Fe- 6%Ni-(110)α
ferit

1.

2

3.

Dx1012 [m]

ε

Austenite -%

61,385534

0,002303695

30,5%

76,97610176

0,002651967

-

171,5845778

0,002568146

31,7 %

186,8743651

0,002128976

-

294,5746254

0,001704634

-

Fig. 4 and 5 show the dependences of the domain size and the micro-deformation of the lattice
of the solid solutions on the nickel content. It is interesting to note that as the nickel in the alloy
increases, the length of the crystal domains decreases and the micro-stresses increase.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of micro strains
on the nickel contents

Fig. 5. Dependence of domain size
on the nickel contents

The concentration limit of the transition of the austenitic phase to ferrite or martensitic was
found to be lower than that reported in the literature. Martensitic phases are formed even at
nickel concentrations of the order of 12% by weight. This is of particular importance in relation
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to the possibility of creating new martensitic steel-based alloy based austenitostabilizing
elements such as nickel.
The mechanism of the martensitic transformation in the alloys under consideration is defined
in the most general aspect by the thermodynamic, crystallographic and other features of the
alloys studied. According to the literature [2], the Fe-20% Ni alloy is characterized by an SFE
of the order of 50 erg / cm2, which is clearly the value that guarantees a martensitic conversion
of the type .

Fig.6. Relaxation spectra of alloy Fe-20%Ni

Fig. 7. Kinetics of -martensite transformation
obtained by integrating the relaxation maxima into an
Fe-20% Ni alloy upon cooling of Fig.6

Fig.8. Kinetics of  transformation obtained by
integrating the relaxation maxima into an Fe-20%
Ni alloy upon heating of Fig.6

Based on published data in the literature, we have examined the relationship between the type
of relaxation maximum and the mobility of the boundaries during phase conversion. Similar to
our results for the martensitic reactions in Fe-Mn alloys [9], the symmetry of the relaxation
maxima induced by the forward and backward reactions – Fig. 7 and 8, it was again found that
these transformations were defined by the phase boundary movement of the new
phase/martensite.
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4. Conclusions
The results showed that:
 The concentration limit of the transition of the austenitic phase to ferrite or martensitic
is lower than that reported in the literature. Martensitic phases are formed at nickel
concentrations of the order of 12% by weight.
 The alloy Fe-6% Ni does not form residual austenite, which is associated with the flow
of stress relaxation in the solid solution.
 Martensitic nickel alloys (12 and 20% Ni) have the same amount of residual austenite
in the order of 30%, due to the high internal stresses in the interphase spaces of the
solid solution.
 With the increase of nickel content and the formation of martensite, the microstresses
of the grid increase.
 The symmetry of the obtained maxima and the lack of a degree of temperature
dependence of the internal friction indicate that the relaxation processes in these alloys
are defined by the phase boundary movement of the new phase / martensite.
Acknowledgement: The author is grateful to the financial support of Bulgarian National
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